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ABSTRACT 

NATHAN DAME 

A COMPARISON OF RETENTION RATES OF ADOLESCENT MALES IN 
ALL-MALE AND MIXED GENDER BEGINNING 

CHORAL ENSEMBLES 

MAY2011 

Recruitment and retention of adolescent male singers in choral ensembles 

is a problem facing music educators across America. Middle school programs 

have slowly transitioned to include all-male ensembles in seventh and eighth 

grade, but there are still questions as to whether the beginning choral experience 

should also be gender-based. 

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between 

adolescent male retention rates and gender composition ofsixth grade choral 

ensembles (mixed gender vs. all-male). Subjects included middle school choral 

directors (n = 63) representing various geographic areas of Texas. Surveys were 

distributed online to determine program retention rates, ensemble organization, 

and pedagogical techniques for working with adolescent males. 

Results indicated a positive correlation between a_ choral program's male 

retention rate and all-male sixth grade choral ensembles. In addition, respondents 

provided a list of sixth grade male choral repertoire and pedagogical techniques 

for all-male choral ensembles. 
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CHAPTER I 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Finding the Adolescent Male Singer: Where Did He Go? 

Since the days of Colonial America, choral music has seen a large shift in 

the number of males participating in choral ensembles. In the late 1700s, males 

represented most of the choral singers in America. During this time, male singing 

was mostly heard in taverns and fraternal societies (Gates, 1989). By the 1930s, 

membership was equally divided between males and females, and by the 1980s, 

females had become the more dominant gender in public school choral m"4sic 

programs (Nycz, 2008). Gates (1989) found that the female percentage of the 

secondary school population involved in choral activities outnumbered the male 

percentage by a 5 to 2 margin. That trend continues today in nearly all public 

school programs and is also being seen in church and community choirs. In a 

survey of secondary music programs, Reimer (1997) conclud.ed that only 9-15% 

of students perform in school-sponsored music, ensembles, with female students 

comprising the majority. Swanson (1981) found that in many church, community, 

and school choirs the ratio of females to males participating in choral music 

ranged from 5 to 1 to as high as 10 to 1. This disparity is occurring in spite of 

increases in the number of children' s and boys' choirs since the 1960s (Rao, 

1989). In a nationwide survey of high school and college males in choral music, 
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Van Camp (1988) found that, on average, non-auditioned choirs were composed 

of 30% males while auditioned choirs were composed of 40% males. 

Finding the Adolescent Male Singer: Why Did He Leave? 

Many factors have led to the decrease in male participation in choral 

music, but it is difficult to pinpoint exactly where choral music is at fault. 

According to Freer (2006), males are not well-served by choral music programs -

as evidenced by-the small number of male singers in mixed choirs during 

adolescence. Keating (2004) places the blame on choral music educators, citing 

experts ' disagreement over the instructional method used to approach the 

changing voice and teachers ' ignorance of the special needs of the male changing 

voice as the primary reasons adolescent male'_singers become discouraged with 

participation in choral music. 

In a study of elementary music students ' attitudes toward singing, Mizener 

( 1993) found a correlation between interest in singing and self-consciousness and 

grade level. As students progressed from grades three through six, they became 

more self-conscious about their singing ',llld were less likely to see themselves as a 

"good singer." While only a small discrepancy existed between females and 

males when asked if they were a "good singer" (54% percent of females and 51 % 

of males answered favorably), a much larger discrepancy existed in response to 

the question "Do you want to sing in a choir?" Fifty-five percent of females 

answered affirmatively, compared to only 33% of males. 
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While most researchers believe singing through the voice change is 

beneficial to males, studies have shown that adolescence is a time when many 

males choose not to continue singing in choirs (Demorest, 2000; Frakes, 1984). 

This can be attributed to many factors, including voice change, self

consciousness, insecurity, gender stereotypes, family influence, peer pressure, 

future occupational choice, course schedule difficulties, and the preference of 

other activities (Callistro-Clements, 2002; Castelli, 1986; Demorest, 2000; 

Killian, 1997; Kourajian, 1982; Miller, 1992). Lucas (2007) found that 17% of 

middle school males did not enroll in choir due to lack ofroom in their"schedules. 

In a survey of high school choral students, Siebenaler (2006) found that positive 

support and parent involvement at home, support of peers, positive self-concept in 

regard to music, and positive previous music influence were the best predictors of 

continuing in choral music into high school. 

Choral music educators repo11ed that girls participated in singing at higher 

numbers than boys, were more successful, and were generally more interested in 

the choir (Hanley, 1998). Choral directors found that it was difficult to attract 

boys because of the stereotypes attached to singing (e.g. singing is effeminate; 

singing is a homosexual activity) (Adler, 200i ; Colle'y, Comber, & Hargre'1.ves, 

1994; Gates, 1989; White & White, 2001; Zemek, 2010). Phillips (1995) 

interviewed males who had dropped out of choir and· concluded that the most 

popular reasons for dropping choir included family and/or peer influences (in one 

case, [the male's] brothers made fun of him for singing "like a girl" (p. 28) and 
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gender stereotypes. Lucas (2007) conducted a study of adolescent males and 

found in Oklahoma that 26% of students not emolled in choir listed "singing is 

more for girls than guys." Specific statements made by students included: 

"Singing is mostly for girls," "All guys who do choir are gay," and "Most of the 

time ifthere is a boy in choir they get made fun ofbehind their back" (Lucas, 

2007, p. 101 ). 

The view of singing as a feminine activity is one that can be traced to the 

beginning of the 20th century. Through analysis of the Music Supervisors 

Journals from 1914 to 1924, Koza (1993/1994) found eyidence that the stereotype 

of "boys should not sing" occurred even before the 1930s. Successful women 

singers are plentiful, and they participate in gt.eater numbers because their gender 

roles are not challenged when they choose to sing, unlike boys (Hanley, 1998; 

Zemek, 2010). 

Recruitment and Retention of Adolescent Males in Choral Music 

Numerous studies have examined the problems of recruiting and retaining 

middle school adolescent males in chora\ ensembles, all concluding that the the 

lack of males in choral ensembles is a problem of great concern (Callistro

Clements, 2002; Davidson, Moore, Sloboda & Howe, 1998; Miller, 1992). To 

help solve the problem of male participation in choirs, Kennedy (2004) studied 

junior high school males and determined their motivations for enrolling in choral 

ensembles. Not surprisingly, social reasons were given higher priority than 

musical reasons. These included the company of friends, developing associations 
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with people one would not normally meet, making cross-grade mentoring 

friendships, and the influence of the teacher. The emphasis on the social aspect of 

the choral ensemble assists the male singer in compensating for his musical 

deficiencies during adolescence (Kennedy, 2004). 

Lucas (2007) studied males ' motivations to enroll or not enroll in choir, 

concluding that adolescent males enrolled in choir have a significantly more 

positive perception of how their peers feel about being in choir than those not 

enrolled in choir (p. 102). Peer pressure played less of a role than anticipated, 

with only nine students ( of 77 that responded to an ope~-ended question on the 

subject) reporting negative peer influences with regard to their own singing in 

choral ensembles. While students enrolled in·_choir did not openly admit t.o being 

pressured into singing, the most popular reason for males not enrolling in choirs 

was because their friends were not enrolled in choir, suggesting that males are, in 

fact, aware of what their friends are doing and that it does have an effect on their 

elective choices. Conversely, Neill (1998) found that high school students' 

decisions to re-enroll in choir were not d~pendent on what their friends wanted to 

do. 

To recruit future male singers, Demorest (2000) advocated that choral 

directors should appeal directly to males ' gende.r identity by providing them with 

opportunities to interact with other male role models who. are active in singing. 

He suggested achieving this by developing male workshops where adolescents 

from multiple schools get together to sing and promote male choral music, 
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forming associations with high school choral programs, and/or attending male 

choral concerts. 

Physiological and Psychological Characteristics of Adolescent Males 

During adolescence, the male singer undergoes many physiological, 

psychological, and vocal changes. It is important for the choral music educator to 

be cognizant of when these changes are occurring in their adolescent male 

singers. Puberty begins approximately between 9 ½ and 14 years of age for males 

(Sataloff & Spiegel, 1989). During this time, males experience an accelerated 

period of growth for one to two years (Thurman & Klitkze·, 1994). Males also 

experience a lowering of the speaking voice, followed by the dropping of the 

singing voice after the onset of puberty (Roe, 1970; Swanson, 1982). Male vocal 

folds grow one centimeter (nearly doubling in size), and account for an octave 

drop in both speaking and singing (Barresi, 1986; Lucas, 2007). Physiologically, 

males and females are completely different and should be treated as such. 

Ignoring these changes could result in the permanent loss of male students from a 

choral program (May & Williams, 1989). 

The psychological change of the adolescent male is almost as drastic as 

the physiological and vocal changes. It is this change that has the largest effect on 

male participation in choral music. Male adolescents can be difficult to motivate, . 

struggle with a sense of identity, and often revert to childish behavior (Swanson, 

1961 ). They also can be socially conscious, resentful of authority, :frustrated with 

restrictive situations, and concerned about their peers ' opinions (Huls, 1957). 
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Adolescent males often try to meet the social and performance expectations of 

their peers. Peer values become the adolescent male's values (White & White, 

2001 ), making it reasonable to conclude that if singing is viewed to be feminine 

by their peers, the adolescent male will avoid singing in the classroom (Adler, 

2001 ). 

Vocal Characteristics of Adolescent Males 

Irvin Cooper, Duncan McKenzie, Fredrick Swanson, and John Cooksey 

have conducted extensive research on the male changing voice. Cooper (1950), a 

pioneer in research of the adolescent male voice, suggested that once a boy' s 

voice broke, he must be treated as if he were sick. He created the tenn 

"cambiata" to classify males ' voices that are beginning to change and are unable 

to sing the higher ranges effectively. McKenzie (1956) described the beginning 

of voice change as "alto-tenor," the point where a male 's voice begins to lower (p. 

19). He classified rapidly changing voices as basses, and those who changed 

gradually were designated tenors. Swanson (1959) disagreed with both Cooper 

and McKenzie, suggesting that the male ' s voice dropped at least an octave 

immediately after mutation. 

Perhaps the most comprehensive study on the male changing voice (a!}d 

the most widely embraced) was conducted by Cooksey. After years of study, he 

developed a set of voice change categories that are both comprehensive and 

inclusive of nearly all males (see Figure 1). As adolescent males mature, their 

vocal mechanism becomes a new instrument, and males must overcome many 
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challenges. During the first stage of voice change (known as Cooksey Stage I), 

tone quality becomes unclear and the head voice becomes thick, taking on a 

falsetto quality (Collins, 1982). This stage is characterized by difficulty in 

controlling the voice and "cracking." As males move through the voice change, 

they experience discomfort in the upper register and the lower range has a heavier 

sound (Cooksey Stages II, III, and IV). Vocal tone quality becomes inconsistent 

and the adolescent male may have trouble crossing registers (McKenzie, 1956), 

developing a "hole" in the middle register and limiting the range to less than an 

octave (Swanson, 1981 ). 

Cha11gi,1.g voice stages among. ado/esce1tt males (Co.~ksey) 

St;_tg·,: Sc~ :-re JI Sr;1gr III Stage JV Stctg<: V 
~firh·, Kif" }\f uivc· 1((" \ fi<lvoi( .. I\('\.. St'tding 

t -m.·h ;m,rc d rr rTA Bar1to1 c ltarit.or1c 

,. ¥ :::::;_:::-:- .7 ::- ~ - :--- _:, -:_':'..:_" ;=~-='._~~~ -~~: -!la :-:.- ·· ___ :o ___ ·- . - -

~~.;::-=========~•.;;..· ..... :•======.:::!ta~t ... _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--4t:l--:--.._-_-_-_-_-_-_------- . -t-J:._ _-:-- --_ - --___ - _-__ - _-_-_-_-_-:-__ -___ u _____ -_ __ · _:_.--_--_-- _~_-·_- ____ · _ ~ . .:.~-· --:-' ... :-- -
--<. - . . • 

Figure 1. Cooksey changing voice stages among adolescent males, Adapted 
from "Working with Adolescent Voices," by J. Cocksey, 1999, Concordia 
Publishing. 

When describing the ch_allenges of the voice change, Kennedy (2004) states that 

"it is easily apparent that the phenomenon of the changing voice can be a 

traumatic event for some [males]" (p. 275). 
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Studies have shown that the onset of the voice change is occurring earlier. 

Rutkowski (1984) found that 50% of sixth grade males were in a changing 

category at the end of the school year. Moore (1995) determined that only 1 % of 

seventh grade adolescent males were unchanged during the fall of their seventh 

grade year. In a study of fifth and sixth grade males, Killian (1999) determined 

that only 18.6% of sixth graders were unchanged, as compared to a 1984 study in 

which Rutkowski cited a figure of 50%. Considering the challenges males 

experience during the voice change, these studies may explain the cause of 

attrition among adolescent males in choral music. While patterns suggest voice 

change is occurring earlier, it is important to remember that each boy's voice 

change experience is unique and should not be arbitrarily categorized (Kennedy, 

2004; Killian, 1997). 

Addressing the Adolescent Male's Needs in Choral Ensembles 

Motivation 

A number of creative approaches to teaching the adolescent male singer in 

the choral setting have developed in an effort to retain them in choral pro grams. 

Stupple (2007) suggests that choral directors help male students develop their 

musical skills by providing male vocal modeling, assessing their voices, carefully 

choosing repertoire, offering specific troubleshooting techniques for dealing with _ 

voice change, and allotting students time to discuss therr feelings associated with 

singing. Choir directors should be careful to voice students correctly. Students 

that are not placed in the correct voice part may feel unsuccessful at singing, have 
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a lower self-esteem, and be more likely to cause behavior problems (Barresi, 

1986; Cooksey, 1999; Demorest, 2000; Freer, 2007). Freer (2007) advocates that 

choral directors need to teach adolescents about their changing bodies and vocal 

physiology. This "can fascinate [males] while providing valuable information 

about their voices and what they will become" (Freer, 2007, p. 32). This 

approach has been successfully implemented at the American Boychoir School 

where males learn about the history of male choral singing and efforts are made to 

build the males ' vocal understanding of their instruments (Kennedy, 2004). 

Any dynamic teacher, regardless of subject, can be· a great motivator for 

adolescent males. Veaco and Brandon (1986) surveyed middle school students 

and found that they preferred teachers who were-nice, approachable, fair, 

respectful, and did not show preferential treatment. Male students preferred male 

teachers over female teachers, while female students did not favor one gender 

over the other. A study by Lucas (2007) indicated that students enrolled in choir 

because classes were fun and because they liked the teacher, thus suggesting that 

choral directors who are both engaging and ·respected will tend to attract males 

who enjoy singing. 

Classroom Management 

Behavior management of the adolescent male is often difficult for music 

educators, especially in mixed-gender choral ensembles. Deery and Phillips 

(2004) found that teachers with split-gender ensembles used significantly less 

classroom management time in their teaching routines and initiated more positive 
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and motivational feedback with their students. Carp (2004) reported that the vast 

majority of choral directors in the study viewed male behavior was more 

manageable in a single gender choral ensemble and they found that male students 

were less focused when members of the opposite gender were present. Seventy

three percent of those teachers felt that teaching vocal technique was easier in the 

single gender ensemble than in the mixed gender ensemble. Carp also surveyed 

opinions of adolescent males to see if they agreed with their choral directors. 

Nearly 83% of males reported that an all-male choir was enjoyable and 34.1 % of 

males reported that the single gender choir had a positive impact on their 

behavior. The study also showed that 72.4% of males preferred the single gender 

choir to the mixed gender choir. 

Pedagogical Techniques 

One of the adolescent male ' s unique traits is his need to be kinesthetically 

involved in learning. Freer (2007) recommends that choral directors incorporate 

physical movement within lessons, pause for 60-second stretch breaks, provide 

males small objects with which to play, and ·change the activity, focus, or location 

every 12 to 13 minutes. Moving boys across the room or placing them in between 

the girls are ways to easily facilitate the adolescent male's need to move (Freer, 

2007). "Teachers need to channel this propensity irito productive learning 

experiences rather than see it as a behavior problem" (Freer, 2007, p. 30). 

Demorest (2000) suggests using male role models to enhance vocal tone 

and promote the idea that singing is a masculine activity. Other effective 
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modifications for the adolescent male include incorporating games and 

competition into rehearsal, adding drama and jokes, the scaffolding of activities 

and tasks, and assistance in developing organizational skills (Nycz, 2008). Freer 

(2007) argues that by forcing boys to conform to traditional teaching methods, 

choral music educators are pushing them away from singing. Rather, choral 

directors must work to maintain enthusiasm in choral music by creating appealing 

choral music offerings through innovative and creative teaching (Freer, 2007; 

Zemek, 2010). For guidance in working with adolescent males, Zemek (2010) 

suggests looking to physical education and other sports that are routinely 

separated by gender. 

Investigation into Gender-Based Ensembles: Support for All-Male Choirs 

The concept of reorganizing adolescent education is not a new one. The 

creation of middle and junior high schools, originally built to better serve the 

needs of developing adolescents, have led to both advantages and disadvantages 

for music programs (Hinckley, 1994; Marple, 1975). Changes in teaching 

procedures, period lengths, and subject availability serve as the biggest challenges 

for music programs (Hinckley, 1994). Hamann (2007) reported a lack of 

uniformity among school districts regarding middle school choral music program 

designs. To best address the physiological, psychological, social, and vocal need_s 

of the adolescent male, some choral programs choose to form gender-based choral 

ensembles. This formation choice by no means constitutes a majority of 
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programs. Collins (1999) found that most middle and junior high school 

programs offered choral music in mixed ensembles, rather than gender. 

Many researchers encourage dividing students by gender in middle school 

and junior high (Barham, 2001; Collins, 1999; Demorest, 2000; Miller, 1988; 

Roe, 1994; Swanson, 1984). From a psychological standpoint, the changing

voice ensemble helps males to develop a sense of self-worth and accomplishment 

that would be difficult to obtain if overshadowed within a mixed or treble 

ensemble (Keating, 2004; Nycz, 2008). Single-gender choral ensembles also help 

to promote a supportive learning environment (Whitlock, 2006), sustain 

engagement in activities (Davis, 2005), increase self-confidence, and instill a 

higher commitment level to schoolwork (Wills, Kilpatrick & Hutton, 2006). · This 

has been proven not only in the choral classroom, but in the academic classroom, 

as well. A survey of teachers conducted by Davis (2005) found that adolescent 

males in a single-gender mathematics class developed better motivation and 

commitment to schoolwork than when they were in a mixed-gender classroom 

environment because the teachers could engage ·and motivate males by using 

specifically tailored teaching methods. 

From a social standpoint, the homogeneous gender ensemble provides .an 

environment in which the adolescent male is more 1ikely to take risks. Keating 

(2004) found that males seem less embarrassed to make mistakes in front of other 

males than within a mixed-gender ensemble. When males are less self-conscious, 

he discovered they are more easily persuaded to continue singing. Zemek (2010) 
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argues that during vocal maturation, boys and girls feel more secure and in less 

competition socially when singing in choirs of the same gender. This, in tum, 

increases student confidence and ability levels (Zemek, 2010). The homogeneous 

ensemble also can enable the adolescent male to be a part of a peer group where 

singing is accepted as a masculine trait. Perhaps the interaction between older 

male singers and those going through the voice change is the most useful aspect 

of gender-based choral ensembles. Miller (1988) believes that the adolescent 

male's vocal progress could be enhanced by the use of modeling as well as 

encouraging the male adolescent to continue participating in vocal activities. 

The choral and vocal benefits of a gender-based choral ensemble can be 

numerous. Homogeneous changing-voice ensembles help conductors to better 

serve the adolescent male by selecting repertoire that addresses his vocal 

capability (Keating, 2004). Both adolescent males and females benefit from 

gender-based ensembles because they can receive vocal instruction and perform 

vocal literature that is tailored to the developing voices (Demorest, 2000); The 

homogeneous ensemble also helps the male ·ado'Iescent to sing with an easy 

quality and perform with better style and sensitivity (Keating, 2004). Rather than 

forming a male choir to perform one or two TTBB contest pieces only at the high 

school level, a more focused curricular male choir could be offered at the middle . 

and junior high school level, at a time when adolescent physical and emotional 

development are extremely fragile (Zemek, 2010). 
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Investigation into Gender-Based Ensembles: Inherent Problems 

There are many reasons gender-based choral ensembles are unsupported. 

Most stem from logistical, financial, and administrative challenges; however, 

some are connected to the choral director. Bias against all-male ensembles stems 

from the music educator being unfamiliar with the vocal pedagogy needed to 

effectively teach the adolescent male voice, being inadequately informed about 

the psychological development of the adolescent male, and perceiving the musical 

results of a changing voice ensemble as being inferior (Keating, 2004). Other 

problematic issues include inadequate numbers of boys to form a single gender 

choral ensemble, the paucity of quality literature for TTB choirs, the lack of 

administrative support, the inflexibility of middle school schedules, insuffident 

staffing, and the potentially small size of male choir classes at the outset 

(Demorest, 2000; Kourajian, 1982; Nycz, 2008 ; Zemek, 2010): Not only do 

teachers and administrators struggle with scheduling, but students do, as well. 

Zemek (2010) suggests choral music educators must continue to work to 

implement programs based on their personal teaching philosophies and research

suppo1ied pedagogy. If teachers strive for gender-split choirs, they must work to 

inform administrators, colleagues, counselors, and parents of its pedagogical . 

benefits 

(Zemek, 2010). According to Hamann (2007), until choral music educators create 

a vision of choral music education at the middle level, they will continue to 
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struggle to demonstrate its value to the growth and education of adolescent 

learners, and, as a result, middle level choral programs will continue to suffer. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the retention rates of sixth 

grade adolescent males into seventh grade choir. The researcher studied Texas 

middle school choral program retention rates to determine if sixth grade males ' 

retention rates are enhanced by participating in all-male beginning choral 

ensembles. 

The study connected adolescent male ret.ention rates to beginning chotal 

ensemble designs using data from current choral programs. The outcome of this 

study will provide choral music educators with data regarding gender choirs, 

teaching approaches for adolescent males, and will hopefully lead to future 

studies investigating the effect of other factors on retention of males in a choral 

ensemble. 

Research Questions 

This study will address the following research questions: 

1. Does enrollment in an all-male beginning choral ensemble lead to higher 

retention rates of adolescent males from sixth to seventh grade? 

2. What are the musical and social advantages of having a boys-only 

beginning choir? 
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3. What are the musical and social challenges of teaching sixth grade boys in 

choir? 

4. Do schools with an associate/assistant choir director tend to have higher 

retention rates than those with one director? If yes, do schools that ''team 

teach" their choirs tend to retain more boys? 

5. Are there differences in retention rates between urban, suburban, or rural 

schools? 

6. Do male choir directors have higher retention rates of adolescent males 

than female directors? 

7. Typically, what percentage of adolescent males continue singing in choir 

in seventh grade? 

8. Does a positive correlation between years of teaching experience and 

student retention rates exist? 

9. How do student elective requirements affect retention into seventh grade 

choir? 

10. What are the most popular literature selections for sixth grade boys in 

choir? 

11 . What activities do teachers employ that best suit the needs of sixth gr~de 

boys in choir? 
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Hypotheses 

With this study, the researcher hopes to prove or refute the following 

hypotheses: 

1. Schools that structure their sixth grade beginning choral ensembles (all

male) by gender will have higher retention percentages of adolescent male 

singers from sixth to seventh grade. 

2. Schools with more than one choir director tend to have higher retention 

percentages than schools with one choir director. 

3. Male choir directors tend to have higher retention rates of adolescent 

males than female directors. 

4. Student elective requirements significantly limit the retention percentages 

of adolescent males in choir. 

5. Most directors, male or female, determine that the advantages of all-male 

choirs in sixth grade outweigh the disadvantages. 

6. Choir directors with more teaching experience tend to have higher 

retention rates of adolescent males than those just beginning their teaching 

careers. 

Method 

The purpose of this study was to investigate retention of adolescent males_ 

from sixth to seventh grade choir. Participants (N=63) included choral directors 

who taught in a middle school containing grades six, seven, and eight (see Table 
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I). Directors represented Texas Music Educators Association (TMEA) Regions 

2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 16, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 27. 

The researcher-designed survey was examined for validity and suggestions 

for changes by four choral music educators. After a pilot study, revisions were 

made, resulting in the final version of the survey. Surveys were completed online 

using Schoolwires, an online website design and survey analysis program. E

mails containing a link to the survey were distributed to middle school choral 

directors through TMEA region directories found online on region websites 

and/or through the region's respective Middle School/Junior High Vocal 

Coordinator. 

Participants completed the survey which included questions regarding 

teaching experience, length of employment at current school, position held, 

gender of other director (if applicable), school information (name, classification, 

school district, TMEA region number, school setting), choral program setup 

(gender-split or mixed choirs), male enrolhnent figures, retention percentages, and 

student elective options. In addition, participants were asked to list whether they 

would prefer an alternate setup to their choirs, any advantages and/or 

disadvantages to gender-split choirs, challenges in teaching adolescent males, 

repertoire suggestions for sixth grade male choir ensembles, and any games 

and/or activities best suited for the adolescent male. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Participants in the study were predominantly female and head directors on 

their campus. Approximately 36% of participants had an assistant director, with 

both female/female (n = 11) and male/female (n = 11) combinations being the 

most popular head-assistant combinations (see Table 1). 

Table 1 

Participant Demographic Data 

Description of Director 

Director Type 

Head Director 

Assistant Director 

Gender of Other Director ( if applicable) 

Male 

Female 

Head/ Assistant Combination by Gender 

Male/Female 

Male/Male 

Female/Female 

21 

Number of Responses 

57 

6 

10 

15 

11 

2 
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Female directors in this study were more likely to have taught longer and been at 

their current school for longer than their male counterparts (see Table 2). Schools 

represented in the study were primarily suburban and classified as 2C (250-649 

students in grades seven and eight). 

Table 2 

Participant Demographic Data by Gender 

Female Directors Male 
Directors 

(n=49) (n=14) 

Description of Director Number of Responses 

Total Years Experience 

Years at Current Schoo 1 

11.05 

5.79 

8.42 

3.93 

The majority of programs organized their sixth grade choirs into mixed 

gender ensembles (see Table 3). Over half of those choral programs indicated a 

preference to split their choirs by gender at the sixth grade level but could not for 

vanous reasons. 

Results indicated a relationship between ·sixth to seventh grade retention 

percentage and programs containing gender split choral ensembles at the sixth 

grade levels. The mean retention percentage (sixth to seventh grade) of boys in 

programs with sixth grade mixed choirs was nearly 58%, while those with gender 

split choirs was 12% higher (approximately 70%) (see Table 4). 
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Table 3 

School Demographic Data 

Description of School 

School Setting 

Urban 

Suburban 

Rural 

Conference 

lC 

2C 

3C 

Sixth Grade Choirs are: 

Mixed 

Sp lit Gender 

If Mixed, Prefer to be Split Gender? 

Yes 

No 

23 

Number of Responses 

10 

45 

8 

1 

41 

20 

31 

23 

19 
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Table 4 

Adolescent Male Recruitment/Enrollment/Retention Figures by Choir Setup 

Choirs 

Description of Choir Program 

Male Retention Percentage 

( 6th to ih Grade) 

Sixth Grade 

Seventh Grade 

Number of Males in Program 

(6th through 8th _Grade) 

Sixth Grade 

Seventh Grade 

Mixed Choirs 

57.82 

45 .38 

43.71 

17.44 

Male/Gender 

Number of Males 

69.87 

67.69 

62.91 

57.85 

Retention percentage of programs placing males in sev~nth grade mixed 

ensembles was approximately 22% lower than thpse placing males in gender split 

ensembles. The mean total enrollment of males in programs with sixth grade 

mixed choirs was nearly 44, while those with gender ensembles in sixth grade was 

one-third larger (approximately 63 boys). An even more noticeable difference 

occurred in programs with seventh grade male choir organization, averaging 58 

boys, a figure more than triple those with mixed choirs (see Table 4). 
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Male retention rate was slightly higher in programs team-teaching sixth 

grade choirs (see Table 5); however, programs team-teaching sixth grade 

ensembles had more than double the number of males in their programs than 

those where sixth grade was taught by one director. 

Table 5 

Adolescent Male Recruitment/Enrollment/Retention Figures by Staffing/Teaching 

Description of Choir Program 

Male Retention Percentage 

( 6th to ih Grade) 

Sixth Grade Team-Taught 

Sixth Grade Taught Alone 

Number of Males in Pro gram 

(6th through 8th Grade) 

Sixth Grade Team-Taught 

Sixth Grade Taught Alone 

Number of Males 

70.54 

62.61 

86.85 

40.46 

No connection exists between gender of director and number of males in a 

choral program or male retention rate (see Table 6). Female directors were more 

likely to organize their' sixth grade choral ensembles as split gender ensembles 

than male directors, although male directors were more likely than females to 
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place seventh grade males into male choirs rather than mixed choirs. Male 

directors were more likely to teach male choirs alone; female directors were more 

likely to team-teach both sixth and seventh grade males (see Table 7). 

Table 6 

Adolescent Male Recruitment/Enrollment/Retention Figures by Gender of 

Director 

Female Directors Male 

Directors 

(n=49) (n=14) . 

Description of Choral Program Percent/Number of Males 

Male Retention Percentage 

(6th to ih Grade) 

Number of Males in Pro gram 

(6th through 8th Grade) 

64.44 59.00 

51.86 45.77 
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Table 7 

Choral Ensemble Organization by Gender of Director and Grade Level 

Female Directors Male 
Directors 

(n=49) (n=l 4) 

Description of Grade/Choral Program Number of Ensembles 

Sixth Grade 

Mixed Choir 

Male Choir 

Seventh Grade 

Mixed Choir 

Male Choir 

Males Team Taught (if applicable) 

Sixth Grade 

Seventh Grade 

22 (54%) 

19(46%) 

7·_(1 7%) 

35 (83%) 

8 

13 

9 (69%) 

4 (31 %) 

2 (15%) 

11 (85%) 

5 

3 

The reasons directors cited for preferring the mixed choirs over gender 

choirs were because most male voices are still unchanged, males access their head 

voice longer in mixed choirs, and because of inadequate numbers of males to 

create successful singing experiences in male-only choirs. Notably, three 

directors reported scheduling difficulties on their campus, and preferred male 

choirs setup over mixed choirs (see Table 8). 
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Table 8 

Support for Middle School Mixed Choir Organization 

Reason Number of Responses 

Unable to Facilitate Male Choirs Due to Scheduling Difficulties 

Most Voices are Still Unchanged 

Male Access Head Voice Easier/Longer 

Lack of Enough Males to Form Successful Male Choirs/Males Find 

Strength in Larger Ensembles 

Classroom Management is Improved 

Director Prefers Setup 

Males Still Learn Same Basics of Singing 

Difficulty Finding Appropriate Male Choir Music 

Boys Feel Separated in Gender Ensembles 

Girls Should Be Aware of Male Voice Change 

28 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Table 9 

Support for Middle School Male Choir Organization 

Reason Number of Responses 

Insecurity in Singing with Opposite Sex/More Risk-Taking/Males 

Sing Out More/Better Privacy for Changing Voice/Creates Safer 

Environment for Males to Sing 

More Work with Changing Voice/Individualized Attention 

Easier to Select Appropriate Repertoire/Difficulty Finding Mixed 

Choir Literature 

Promotes Camaraderie/Male Bonding/Self-Esteem 

Learning Styles/Speed of Learning/Pedagogicai. Techniques/ 

Motivation 

Improved Classroom Management 

Large Variance in Physiological Development 

Better Pitch Matching 

Access Falsetto/Head Voice Easier 

Leads to Improved Choral Tone 

Improved Male Retention Rates 

Girls Dominate Mixed Classes 

29 

24 

16 

13 

12 

5 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

Directors with .male choirs stated their preference was based on adolescent 

males ' insecurity in singing with the opposite sex in the same room, more 
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individualized attention during their voice change, ease of selection of repertoire 

for male choirs rather than mixed choirs, and improved camaraderie, male 

bonding, and self-esteem in male choirs (see Table 9). 

Table I 0 

Challenges of Teaching Sixth Grade Boys in Choir 

Reason Number of Responses 

Voice Change/Individual Attention 

Focus/Attention Span 

Standing Still/Hands to Self 

Participation/Excitement about Choir/Pro-Choir 

Mentality/Motivation 

Classroom Management/Discipline 

Self-Confidence 

Fighting Stereotypes of Singing 

Finding Quality Repertoire 

Retention 

Pitch Matching 

Immaturity 

Competitive Nature 

Choral directors reported numerous difficulties in teaching sixth grade 

adolescent males. Most problems were related to classroom management, and 

30 

18 

12 

8 

6 

5 

4 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 
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included the males ' lack of attention span, frequent need to move and immaturity. 

Also notable were self-confidence issues, fighting stereotypes that singing is 

feminine, and promoting a pro-choir mentality. While behavior management and 

self-confidence problems were reported, the most common problem was dealing 

with the male voice change (n = 18). Related to this issue was the male 's lack of 

pitch matching (n = 2) and the director's need to provide students with 

individualized attention in the choral classroom (n = 3). 

Figure 2 

Adolescent male retention rate by years teaching experience 
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Figure 3 

Adolescent male retention rate by elective choices 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

Research Question 1 

Does enrollment in an all-male beginning choral ensemble lead to higher retention 

rates of adolescent males from sixth to seventh grade? 

The results of this study strongly suggest that the creation and 

organization of an all-male choir in sixth grade leads to higher retention rates. In 

the current study, students enrolled in all-male choirs in sixth grade continued into 

seventh grade choir at a 12% higher rate than t~ose enrolled in mixed gender 

choirs. This is in line with the findings of Carp (2004), who found that adolescent 

males had more enjoyable choral experiences the single gender ensemble. The 

current study, along with the findings of Carp (2004), suggests that the all-male 

choir experience leads to both higher levels of enjoyment and higher retention 

rates into seventh grade choirs. 

Research Question 2 

What are the musical and social advantages of having a boys-only beginning 

choir? 

Participants in the study indicated both musical and social advantages of 

having a boys-only choir. Many of the most popular answers mixed both social 

and musical advantages. The most common answer was males ' insecurity in 
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singing with the opposite sex in the same choral ensemble. This supports the 

research of Keating (2004) and Zemek (2010), who found similar apprehension 

amongst adolescent male singers. Directors experienced more risk-taking from 

their boys in all-male choirs as opposed to when enrolled in mixed choirs. These 

students were more likely to sing out, as well. The male choir allows for more 

privacy for the students' changing voices, and in general, fosters a safer 

environment for males to sing. The large variation in physiological development 

leads to many challenges, as boys can be as much as a foot ( or more) taller than 

another boy in their same voice part. One tenor may be completely unchanged, 

unable to sing G below middle C (G3), while the bass next to him may be a 

developing baritone, able to easily sing G2. The large physiological variance 

supports Cooksey's classifications of the male voice change. In addition to 

providing more security for boys, the director benefits from the all-male 

organization in that he/she can better focus on the unique needs of each male 's 

changing voice, because of smaller class sizes and because all boys are 

experiencing similar problems. Another important advantage of male choirs is 

how they promote camaraderie, teamwork, create a sense of male bonding, and 

improve self-esteem. This is in line with the findings of Huls (1957) and A~ler 

(2001 ), whose studies both found that boys are apprehensive in mixed gender 

choral ensembles. Directors of mixed choirs must be careful to evaluate the ratio 

of females to males in their mixed choir, as girls :frequently outnumber the males 

by a large margin. Directors of mixed choirs reported major difficulties in 
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achieving a full, supported tone with boys because they are so greatly 

outnumbered in mixed choirs. 

Musically, directors of male choirs reported greater ease in selecting 

appropriate literature for the changing voice. Many mixed choir compositions 

and arrangements (typically SAB or 3-part mixed) have ranges that are either too 

high (3-part mixed) or too low (SAB). The TB or TTB voicing allows directors to 

more accurately place males on a part that better suits their voice. The director's 

appropriate voice placement often leads to better pitch matching, simply because 

the boys are singing in a range that is comfortable and appropriate for their stage 

of vocal development. This supports the Cooksey stages of vocal development 

that urge for both proper vocal classification and limited vocal ranges in choral 

octavos. Not surprisingly, directors reported that being in all-male choirs 

enhanced the vocal/choral tone. The boys hear other boys and, almost 

competitively, try to emulate each other's tone. In a mixed choir, males must 

filter out the female ' s tone to effectively hear the same tone. By hearing the 

females sing, they are more likely to sing in a breathier style, matching the 

breathiness found within the female changing voice. 

Interestingly, some directors of all-male choirs reported boys access ~heir 

falsetto/head voice easier within male choirs; however, directors of mixed choirs 

report that boys sing in their falsetto/head voice longer in mixed choir formations. 

While each boy is different, there are benefits to both formations. The male choir 

exerts a sense of peer pressure. If one boy can sing in his falsetto , the other boy 
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wants to replicate in order to improve his tone. Competition serves as the driving 

factor in the male ensemble. On the other hand, the mixed choir provides boys 

with a constant reminder ofhow to sing in their higher register, as they stand 

nearby (or next to) a female who accesses her chest voice (similar in pitch to the 

boy's head voice/falsetto) with great ease. 

Pedagogically, many participants noted difficulties in teaching males 

within the mixed setting because of the male's unique learning style (typically 

more kinesthetic), speed of learning (frequently slower than girls), and 

motivational needs. Teachers can more easily tailor their ·pedagogical techniques 

to better serve males in the choral program. This supports the :findings and 

pedagogical techniques of Freer (2007), who suggested that boys should be .taught 

in unique ways that tailor to their learning styles. Many directors of male choirs 

reported improved classroom management because the females in the room do not 

distract males. Oftentimes, hormonal changes lead to males seeking attention 

from both the director and choir members of the opposite sex, thus hindering the 

progress of the mixed choir. 

Research Question 3 

What are the musical and social challenges of teaching sixth grade boys in choir? 

Participants reported the male voice change as the greatest challenge in t~e 

sixth grade choral classroom. Some of the specific difficulties they listed 

included classifying students frequently enough during voice change, providing 

students with individualized attention in a large classroom, and describing the 
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voice change and its difficulties, especially in the mixed gender classroom. Also 

troublesome for directors was the tendency for sixth grade boys to lose focus, 

have short attention spans, as well as their inability to stand still and keep hands to 

themselves. Many participants indicated having to discipline students, change the 

direction of the lesson during the rehearsal, and remind boys that they are there to 

"sing, not goof off" Deery and Phillips (2004) found results that are in line with 

the current study' s findings. Although directors struggled with the 

aforementioned problems, they did not list classroom management as a major 

problem in the classroom. Instead, several indicated that-the boys ' tendency to be 

fidgety, move, lose focus, etc. , are natural tendencies of the adolescent male and 

are not problems, but rather are fun challenges that, as one director put it, "are 

certainly worth the work." 

Another difficulty in teaching boys is directly connected to the stereotype 

that singing is an effeminate activity. Participants reported struggles in 

motivating boys in choir to participate and get excited; thus, they often struggled 

with creating a "pro-choir" mentality. From this, we can suggest that stereotypes 

are engrained into boys' minds at a time when self-confidence is at a fragile level. 

The boy's need for acceptance amongst his peers can cause a boy who enjoys 

singing to believe the stereotype, and thus become unmotivated to sing, or cease 

singing completely. It is highly recommended that the choral director provide 

boys with positive experiences in the choral classroom and promote singing as a 
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masculine activity. Suggestions by participants of the current study are provided 

in Appendix B. 

Research Question 4 

Do schools with an associate/assistant choir director tend to have higher retention 

rates than those with one director? If yes, do schools that "team teach" their 

choirs tend to retain more boys? 

Overall, the average rate of retention of adolescent males from sixth to 

seventh grade was 4.6% higher in choral programs with an associate/assistant 

director. This suggests a positive correlation between staffing of choral programs 

and retention of adolescent males. This could perhaps be because boys are given 

more individualized attention through their voice change, an area indicated by 

participants as the most common difficulty in teaching adolescent males. This 

supports the needs of the adolescent male as reported in Freer (2007) and Lucas 

(2007). Schools that "team teach" (i.e., teach together and/or alternate teaching) 

were also more likely to have higher retention rates than those teaching sixth 

grade choirs alone. Team-teaching programs averaged 8.5% higher retention 

rates than those teaching their choirs alone. In addition, schools team-teaching 

their sixth grade males were more likely to have more than twice as many boys as 

schools teaching alone. This could perhaps be explained in two ways: (1) 

programs with two directors typically require larger enrollments to support two 

staff positions and are thus more likely to have more boys or (2) schools team

teaching sixth graders provide them with more musical attention and teacher 
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interaction, thus encouraging them to continue singing through their voice change 

and better connecting them to their choral pro gram. 

Research Question 5 

Are there differences in retention rates between urban, suburban, or rural schools? 

Notable differences in retention rates between urban, suburban, and rural 

schools exist. On average, suburban schools retained boys at the highest rate, 

fo llowed by rural, and finally urban (nearly 20% lower than suburban). While 

more research is needed in this area to determine the reason for a large variance, it 

can be suggested that males from suburban schools typically live in more affluent 

neighborhoods than urban and rural students, and are more likely to have greater 

financial resources. This would allow them more opportunities for supplem·ental 

instruction, including attending musical concerts and taking private voice lessons. 

In addition, this difference suggests that students in urban and rural schools are 

more likely than those in suburban schools to be subject to the stereotype that 

singing is feminine, supporting the research of Hamann (2007) and White and 

White (2001). 

Research Question 6 

Do male cho ir directors have higher retention rates of adolescent males than . 

female directors? 

As evidenced in Table 6, there is no significant correlation between gender 

of director and male retention rate; however, it is notable that female directors 

retained boys at a slightly higher rate than male directors. While this difference 
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could be seen to some as surprising, it should be noted that the sample size of 

male choral directors in this study was nearly one-fourth the size of female 

directors. More research is needed in this area to determine if the trend of higher 

retention rates ofboys by female directors does, in fact, exist. 

Research Question 7 

Typically, wh~t percentage of adolescent males continue singing in choir in 

seventh grade? 

In the current study, the average rate of males continuing into choir in 

seventh grade is 63 .1 % but while some choral directors had retention rates in the 

80-100% range, many choral programs retain boys at a rate of less than 25%. 

Unfortunately, the variance in personality, teacher preparation, and knowledge of 

best practices in teaching middle school boys largely cause this discrepancy. 

Veaco and Brandon (1986) and Lucas (2007) found that it was the teacher's 

pedagogical techniques and personality that encouraged students to sing. It is 

suggested that directors with retention rates below average should examine their 

teaching, choral organization, schedule conflicts, etc., to determine where the 

problems are occurring. By doing so, teachers can better serve their male 

population, and as a result, grow their choral ~rogram and improve retention rates. 
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Research Question 8 

Does a positive correlation between years of teaching experience and student 

retention rates exist? 

As repo1ted in Figure 2, there are large amounts of inconsistency in 

retention rate when compared to years of teaching experience. However, an 

increase in ret~ntion rate does occur between years 1 and 3. This could be 

explained through the organization of middle schools. Most middle schools 

contain grades six, seven, and eight. It would take new teachers in their first year 

of teaching at least 2 to 3 years to cycle boys through their program. Typically, 

retention rates improve after the students associated with a previous dir~ctor 

"graduate" to high school or drop choir completely. · It is notable that two 

programs reported 0% retention rates, and both directors were in their first year of 

teaching. Year 1 to 3 retention rate improvements could also be explained by the 

teacher's confidence level in working with boys because of more experience 

teaching them. There also appears to be a decrease in retention after 20 years of 

teaching. More research is needed in this area to determine if this is due to age or 

a small sample size of directors in the current study. 

Research Ques.tion 9 

How do student elective requirements affect retention into seventh grade choir? 

Not surprisingly, results indicate a positive correlation between the 

number of elective choices offered to males and their retention into seventh grade 

choir (see Figure 3). Middle school, especially seventh grade, marks a time where 
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boys are given the chance to play school-organized sports for the first time. Not 

surprisingly, many choose athletics over choir when given one elective choice. In 

this study, several schools reported students having 6 to 10 elective choices, and 

therefore had higher retention rates into seventh grade. This supports the research 

of Hamann (2007) and Demorest (2000), that found discrepancies on how middle 

school choral music programs were designed and how electives factor into 

elective choices. The higher number of elective choices afforded to males gives 

them the opportunity to be involved in athletics, choir, and other electives all at 

the same time. As a result, schools with multiple elective choices typically have 

very large male choral enrollments. 

Research Question 10 

What are the most popular literature selections for sixth grade boys in choir? 

The most popular literature selections as described by directors can be 

found in Appendix A. Directors reported that boys enjoyed songs with the 

following characteristics: fast, upbeat, driving accompaniment, minor or major, 

contain a "catchy" melody, have masculine text, and are comfortable in range. 

These characteristics were also found in the studies of Demorest (2000) and 

Zemek (2010). 
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Research Question 11 

What activities do teachers employ that best suit the needs of sixth grade boys in 

choir? 

A complete list of activities employed by choral directors of sixth grade 

boys can be found in Appendix B. The current study, as well as Demorest (2000) 

and Freer (2007), found that successful adolescent male activities addressed the 

pedagogical, musical, and social needs of the adolescent male, typically including 

kinesthetic activity, providing visual references, containing sports analogies, 

being competitive, and encouraging team-building and camaraderie. 
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Appendix A 

Sixth Grade Male Choir Recommended Repertoire List 

Suggested by Texas Middle .School Choral Directors 
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Title Composer Voicing Publisher Comments 
African Noel Johnson TTB Heritage 

Barbara Ann (3) Billingsley TB Hal Leonard 

Battle Above th e Clouds Courtney TB Brilee Sing Tenor Part Only 

Blue Christmas Funk 2pt Alfred 

Born, Born in Bethlehem Moore TB Brilee Use if some are changed 

Bound for the Rio Grande (2) Crocker TBB Hal Leonard 

Charlotte-Town Crocker 2pt Hal Leonard 

Codfish Shanty Singh TB Brilee Use if some are changed 

Come on Boys Bailey TB B1ilee Use if some are changed 

Come Travel with Me Farthing TTB Walton Sing Tenor I Only 

Cripple Creek Crocker TB Hal Leonard Use if some are changed 

Dodi Li Rao 2pt Boosey & Hawkes 

Drill Ye Tarriers (2) Crocker TTB Hal Leonard Sing Tenor I Only 

Drunken Sailor (3) Crocker SA Hal Leonard Beginning of the year 

Duct Tape Burrows 2pt Heritage Transpose 

Erie Canal, The Bacak 2pt Out of Print Non-changed voices 

Fire Down Below (2) Eshelman 2pt Alfred 

Folk Songs for Solo Singers Various Solo Alfred Solo Co ll ections 

Gloucester Moors Patterson Unison Brilee 

I'm Bound Away (2) Moore -TTB Alfred 

tm So Glad it's Christmas Schram Unison Brilee 

Jingle Bell Celebration Moore TB Brilee 

Knight and the Dragon , Th e Snyder/Black TB Hal Leonard 

Kyrie Poonnan Unison Brilee 

Lion Sleeps Tonight , Th e Funk TB Alfred · Use if some are changed 

My Girl Emerson TB Hal Leonard Use if some are changed 

New River Train Moore TB Brilee Use if some are changed 

Nobody Hom e Unterseher SSAA Oxford 

Noel (from Animaniacs) Rogel/Schram 2pt Alfred. 

OCaptain Patterson Unison Brilee 

Oh Susanna! Oh Eliza! Strid 2pt Out of Print Non-changed voices 

Old Joe Clark Emerson TB Hal Leonard Use if some are changed 

Pirate for a Day Emerson 2pt Hal Leonard Non-changed voices 

Railway Song, The Reese 2pt Out of Print Non-changed voices · 

Red River Valley Patterson Unison B1ilee Heroes. and Vagabonds Book 

Reflections of a Lad at Sea (7) Besig/Price 2pt Shawnee Press Sing Tenor Patt Only 

Reindeer Rap Albrecht 2pt Alfred 

Sanso Kroma Crocker TTBB Hal Leonard Sing Tenor I Only 

Title Composer Voicing Publisher Comments 

Seize the Day Emerson 2pt Hal Leonard 

Shepherd's Spiritual, The (2) Moore TB Bri lee 

Sing Me a Song of a Lad That is Leavitt TTB Hal Leonard 
Transposed to F, in Essential 

Gone 
Musicianship Vol. 2 

Sing We on this Festive Day Liebergen SA Shawnee Press Transposed 

Singabahambayo Higgins 2pt Hal Leonard 

Sixteen Tons Artman TBB Hal Leonard 
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Sourwood Mountain Schram 2pt Alfred Non-changed voices 

Sp lish Splash Shaw 2pt Hal Leonard 

Standing on the Corner Emerson TB Hal Leonard Use if some are changed 

Tallis's Canon Perry 2pt Hope Transpose 

That's Wh ere My Money Goes Leininger/Wimberly TB Alliance 

This Land is Your Land Moore TB Brilee Use if some are changed 

This little light of Mine Snyder TB Hal Leonard Use if some are changed 

Tue, Tue Poorman/Poonnan 2pt Brilee Non-changed voices 

Two Unison Songs for Male 
Patterson Unison Brilee 

Chorus (2) 

Walleye Joe Courtney TB Brilee Transpose 

We're the Men (2) Althouse TB Shawnee 

Whaler's Rhy me, The Erikson TB Lorenz Use if some are changed 

What Shall We Do With a 
Ponce TB Alliance 

Drunken Sailor 
Who Threw th e Overalls in Mrs . Follett TB Pro-Art 

Library of Song for Male 
Murphey's Chowder? (2) Voices, Book 2 

Wreck of the John B., Th e Hoejke TB Out of Print Use if some are changed 

Yankee Doodle Joy (2) Moore TB Brilee 

Yankee Doodle Song Donnelly/Strid 2pt Alfred 

Yonder Come Day Tucker SSA World Music 

You 're a Mean One Mr. Grin ch arr. Funk . Unison Alfred 
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Appendix B 

Games & Activities for the Adolescent Male Singer 
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Warm-U ps/F ocu s Activities 

30 Second Game - Brad Kerley, Blalack MS, Lewisville ISD 
Credited to: Stan McGill 
When boys become comfortable with sight-reading (2nd semester), the teacher 
picks a student to begin. When the watch begins, the first student calls on another 
student quickly, then that student picks a different student, and so on and so forth 
until the buzzer goes off When the 30-second buzzer goes off, the person it landed 
on sings a sight-reading example. There are prizes and rewards. The boys love it! 
It is like so[fege hot potato. I pick really easy examples so that the boys feel 
successful wit~ this exercise. 

Conducting Game - Lauren Burris, Wood Creek JH, Katy ISD 
Students watch the director and clap when the director gets to beat one. If they 
miss it, they are out. The director can change conducting patterns and/or 
incorporate the fermata . · 

Energy Ball - Kathy Brodhead, Murphy MS, Plano ISD 
The energy ball starts with one boy who slaps his own hands turns to next boy,· 
they clap, then boy #2 passes it on. The goal is to see how fast they can· do it 
efficiently. · 

Gorilla Beats the Man - Brad Kerley, Blalack MS, Lewisville ISD 
This is full body singing rock-paper-scissors. We teach them a small song, 
"Gorilla beats the man, the man beats the gun, the gun beats gorilla, if you tie you 
die!" They must sing this during the game. There are motions that go with each 
character: gorilla, man, and gun. The boys split into pairs back to back. They 
begin singing the song. When we finish with the song, we count out loud to three 
then the pairs turn to face each other with one of the ''poses·" of each character. 
Whoever loses in the pair is out and must sit down. The winners go on to compete 
against each other uritil a single winner is found. This is a lot of fun and gets them 
singing and moving. They have a great time with this one. What I like about all 
these activities is that the boys think they are playing a game, but we are really 
reinforcing sight-reading skill, how to deal with performance anxiety (they have 
to per:form by themselves), and we are singing/ 

Physical Warm-Ups/Stretches - Julie Moore, Colleyville MS, 
Grapevine-Colleyville ISD 
Credited to: Mona Sinclair 

Physical warm-ups and stretches are activities that prepare the voice and body 
for singing. These can include massages, lunges, shake-downs with the hands 
and feet, percussive aspirations, and breathing exercises. 
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Statue Game - Elizabeth Edwards, Killian MS, Lewisville ISD 
All students hold still while two boys walk around the class, try to distract them, 
and get them to move. Boys can blink, breathe, and stand in choir posture-nothing 
else. When you move or laugh, you are out. 

Tracking/One Behind - Chelsea Farmer, Cooper JH, Wylie ISD 
The teacher does something for four beats, and they copy me four beats later. If 
they make a mistake, they sit down. The last one standing wins. 

"Whoo"/Falsetto Ball- Amanda Kennedy, McMath MS, Denton ISD; 
Denise Steph~ns, Calhoun MS, Denton ISD 
Students play catch while voices make the "whoo" sound. Use any soft Nerf-like 
ball. Students throw the ball to each other and access their head voice on 
"whoo " while ball is in the air. This can also be facilitated outside with a soccer 
ball. 

You vs. Teacher - Lauren Burris, Wood Creek JH, Katy ISO 
Students are rewarded with a point for doing something successfully in the 
classroom (i.e., singing a piece with dynamics, getting a solfege interval etc.). 
The teacher gets a point/or off-task behavior, students walking in late, etc. At the 
end of the 'week, if the students have more points than the teacher, they get a 
reward. If the teacher has more points, they have a c~nsequence (e.g. 
homework). 

Recruitment/Retention 

Boyz to Men Concert - Allan Strickland, Wester & Clark MS, Frisco ISD 
Our district hosts a Boyz to Men clinic and concert in January to promote the 
male singer in Frisco. All boys, middle school through high' school, are invited to 
the event where they learn a song or two and then perform a concert that 
afternoon. It is a major bonding time between various ages of boys. 

Fantasy Football - Kelly Strenski, Zundelowitz JH, Wichita Falls ISD 
Students choose their favorite NFL team. After each week, the choral director 
checks NFL football results and if their select~d team wins, part of the student 's 

line graph is shaded. 

Social Events - Trips (Multiple Directors) 
These can include ·going to sporting events (possibly singing the National 
Anthem), singing at coffee shops, lock-ins, bowling, skating, Medieval Times, 

retreats, etc. 
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Motivation 

Coupon Rewards - Lauren Burris, Wood Creek JH, Katy ISD 
Coupons are used for restroom breaks, water, not having a pencil, being tardy to 
class, etc. Coupons are given for answering questions, being positive, working 
hard, etc. 

Food! (Multiple Directors) 
Food is one of the best motivators for adolescent boys. Be sure to check for food 
allergies and school/district/state food service requirements. 

Talent Day - Jennifer Marrero, Dulles MS, Fort Bend ISO 
Students perform alone and can perform with CD vocals. I believe this helps to 
build their self-esteem and self-confidence as singers. At the end of the year the 
big project is to pe,form as a large group. Then, the best of each class competes 
for the Talent Day Cup. They get very competitive and enjoy seeing each other's 
performances. There are many concepts that can be teachable moments with the 
middle school/junior high age with this project. 

Music Theory Concept Reinforcement 
Eliminator - Mary Jane Phillips, North Ridge MS, Bird ville ISD 
Divide into two teams. If each team does not have the exact same number of 
players, allow the smaller team to designate one player on their team to go twice 
(that child gets "two lives''). Even if that person gets "out, "they will get one 
more chance to make it fair. One person from each team comes to the front of the 
room and turns his/her back to you. Hold up a flash card of whatever you want to 
review and say "go. " The students whirl around, and whichever student says the 
correct answer gets to go back to his/her team. The other student is eliminated 
and sits off to the side. I have played this game while reviewing key signatures, 
time signatures, lines and spaces, names of music symbols, or notes and rests. It 
works with anything! Enforce a rule that the'first thing out of a student's mouth 
must be his/her answer. If both students are incorrect, both are eliminated. Keep 
going until only one person is left standing - his/her team is the winner. 

Rat Basketball - Kristin Littrell, Celina MS, Celina ISD 
Divide the students into two teams. The teacher displays a musical concept .(e.g. 
solfege on board, rhythm drill) and whichever team gets the question correct gets 
one point and gets to shoot the rat into a basketball hoop for an additional two 
points. The team· with the most points wins. 

Track Staff - Rebecca Wright, Travis MS, Irving ISD 
After teaching the letter name of lines and spaces, the students visit the running 
track. The track has 4 lanes (which are the spaces of the staff) and five lines that 
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separate the lanes are the lines of the staff Students are put in teams and race to 
who can spell words the fastest by putting their team members on different lines 
and spaces to spell the word. Once finished, students sit on the track (making 
them look like notes on the staff). The fastest group that gets the word correct 
gets a point. 

Musicality/ Artistic Singing 

Hoberman Sphere - Kelly Strenski, Zundelowitz JH, Wichita Falls ISD 
Available at Vi'l'FlN. hobe rman. com. Essentially, this toy is an expanding science 
ball and can be used to demonstrate phrasing, breathing, dynamic contrast, word 
stress, etc. 

Rhythm 

Rhythm Baseball - Rebecca Wright, Travis MS, Irving ISD; 
Anne Guess, Beck JH, Katy ISD 
Students are placed on teams and each "batter" attempts a rhythm exercise. The 
level of difficulty determines the number bases earned. A mistake is an .~ut for 
their team. Three outs and it retires the side. A "real" baseball infield is created 
in the classroom using chairs and signs or special equipment from athletics. 

Rhythm/Melody Bingo - Cheri Lafferty, Truitt MS, Cypress-Fairbanks ISD 
The teacher creates bingo cards with rhythm exercises, terms, notes, or solfege 
syllables. The teacher then calls out a definition (terms), number of beats 
(matches note symbol), or plays an interval (solfegelear training). Students then 
mark their bingo cards until bingo is achieved. 

Rhythm Telephone - Kelly Strenski, Zundelowitz JH, Wichita Falls ISD 
First, divide the choir into several equal-number teams. The more members on a 
team, the more challenging it is for the team. ' I usually use about 10 students per 
team. Each team lines up in a single-file line facing the same direction. I go to 
the back of each team and tap a rhythm on the back or shoulder of the person at 
the back of the line. Each team receives a different rhythm. The person I tapped 
then taps the same rhythm on the back of the P.erson in front of him/her. Each 
student, in turn, taps the rhythm he/she felt on the back of the person in front. of . 
them. The student at the front of the line then claps the rhythm for the director to 
determine if the correct rhythm traveled successfully through the whole team. 
Each correct team receives a point. Then I have each team rearrange their line 
and we go again. Each person may tap the rhythm only once ... no repeats. And 
no talking by a team or I take away points. If a team messes up the rhythm, we 
always investigate to see how far the correct rhythm got. I also remind them that 
each team has a different rhythm, so it does no good to try to 'listen ' to another 
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~earn 's rhythm. I use rhythmic patterns that they should be able to count correctly 
in hopes that they internalize the rhythm and recognize its components. 

TrashketbaU (Pitch or Rhythm Concentration) 
Credited to: Mary Jane Phillips 
You will need a wadded up piece of paper and a small trash can to sit on top of 
your piano. You will also need to pick two sight reading exercises (either rhythm 
or pitch works just.fine). Be sure one is significantly easier than the other. Divide 
into teams (I usually number the kids of]) and have students sit on opposite sides 
of the risers, leaving a big gap in the middle. Flip a coin to decide which team 
goes first. Eac;h student decides whether he/she will sing the easy exercise (for a 
two point shot) or the harder exercise (for a three point shot). J.f a student sings 
the exercise correctly, he/she gets to shoot. J.f you make your shot, you score. I 
use the first step of the risers for the 2 point shot and the third step for the 3 point 
shot. Each time one student sings, the next singer is from the other team (you 
alternate possessionsjust like in real basketball). Set a time or points limit or they 
will want to play all day! 

Sight-Reading 

Sight-Reading Basketball 
Credited to: Mary Jane Phillips 
A variation of Sight-Reading Football, see Sight-Reading Football for more 
information. 

Sight-Reading Football- Brad Kerley, Blalack MS, Lewisville ISD 
Credited to: Mary Jane Phillips 
Divide into two teams - you can call different sections "teams" or number them 
off into teams. Draw a football field on your board or overhead. Use 2 different 
exercises (either rhythm or pitch work just fine). Be sure one is significantly 
easier than the other. ·The easier line is a "rushing" play and is worth 10 yards. 
The more difficult line is a ''passing" play and is worth 20 yards. Flip a coin to 
determine which team goes first. The team who wins the toss gets the "ball" on 
their own 20 yard line - be sure to draw the ball on your football.field. A _ member 
of the team who has the ball sight reads the line of his/her choice. J.f he/she is 
successful, the ball advances either 10 or 20 yards (according to which exercise 
he/she ~ead). You move the ball up and down the.field so each team can see how· 
far they need to go to score. Then, the next student on the same team goes, and 
keeps going until a score or a student makes a mistake. J.f he/she makes a 
mistake, a ''fumble" or "interception" has occurred and the other team gets the 
ball at the spot where the first team lost it Oust like real football.) When a team 
gets to the end zone, they score seven points - no field goal needed. The other 
team gets the ball on their own 20 yard line, and the game goes on the other way. 
Keep a ''penalty flag" with you during the game. Any bad behavior is a ''personal 
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foul" and the offending students' team loses 15 yards Oust like real football). 
Usually just putting your hand on the penalty flag is enough to stop misbehavior. 
Set a time limit or they will want to play forever! 

Sight-Reading Hall of Fame - Arielle Sword, Henderson JH, Stephenville 
ISD 
Boys have a chance to come up to the front of the classroom and sing a sight
reading exercise in a small group (2-4 boys). If they get it completely correct, 
then they sign their name on a poster in the room (separated by 7th and 8th 
grade). At the end of the year, all of the students on the poster get to come to the 
choir room one day for a pizza party. It encourages them to be brave and some 
use it to "show-off' in front of their peers. 

Solfege Scales "Wall of Honor" - Suzanne Hughes, Pike MS, Northwest ISD 
The students learn the solfege drill (D, DRD, DRMRD, etc.) When they are able 
to do it by themselves at 140 beats per minute they earn the "Wall" and their 
name goes out in the hall on the bulletin board. Boys are competitive and they 
love the challenge of being placed on the wall. 
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